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Simple Summary: Tumor budding (TB) is an emerging prognostic marker in various cancers; specif-
ically, its role is well established in colorectal cancer. There are very few studies on TB’s role in
gynecological cancers. Thus, we studied tumor budding relationships with gynecological cancers and
tried to figure out its role in patient survival outcomes. Total eleven cohort studies (seven cervical
and four endometrial cancers) were enrolled. TB showed a poor prognosis in terms of survival
and clinicopathological parameters outcome. TB was related to epithelial–mesenchymal transition,
microvessel density, and decreased hormone receptor expression. TB can be used as future prognostic
marker in gynecologic cancers.

Abstract: This study aimed to assess the prognostic significance, assessment methods, and molecular
features of tumor budding (TB). A literature search of Medline, EMBASE, Cochrane Library, and
eleven cohort studies (seven cervical and four endometrial cancers) was conducted. Three assessment
methods for TB involving 2009 patients were collected and constituted in the analysis. Our meta-
analysis showed that TB was a marker of poor survival, regardless of the cancer origin site or
assessment method (overall survival: hazard ratio [HR], 2.40; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.82–3.17;
disease-free survival: HR, 3.32; 95% CI, 2.46–4.48). In endometrial cancers, TB is associated with the
epithelial–mesenchymal transition, microvessel density, and decreased hormone receptor expression.
Thus, we suggest TB as a poor prognostic marker for all gynecologic cancers.

Keywords: gynecologic cancer; tumor budding; prognosis; pathology; systematic review

1. Introduction

Gynecologic malignancies are the leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide [1,2].
Several effective treatment methods exist for gynecological cancers, such as adjuvant
chemotherapy and targeted therapy [3]. However, owing to their heterogeneity, select-
ing the appropriate treatment for individual patients is important. Therefore, clinical or
pathological prognostic predictors are required.

Recently, tumor budding (TB) has evolved as a novel marker for poor prognosis and
epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) in several solid tumors [4,5]. TB is defined as
isolated single cancer cells or clusters of up to four cancer cells at the invasive tumor
front [4]. TB is a poor prognostic factor of survival that is correlated with clinical predictive
factors such as T stage, lymph node metastasis (LNM), and lymphovascular invasion (LVI)
in colorectal adenocarcinomas [6–8]. Emerging data suggest that TB is also correlated
with such factors in gastric cancer (T stage, LNM, LVI) [9,10], lung cancer (T stage, pleural
invasion, LNM, advance stage disease, LVI) [11], head and neck cancer (LNM, LVI, and
PNI) [12,13], and breast cancer (T stage, LNM, LVI) [14,15]. The prognostic significance
of TB has been explored in patients with gynecologic cancer, especially uterine cervical
squamous cell carcinoma [16–20] and endometrial adenocarcinoma [21–23]. However, the
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significance of TB in survival and the criteria for assessing this method have not been
confirmed in gynecologic cancers.

Thus, the main objective of the present study was to confirm the prognostic significance
of TB in gynecological cancers. In addition, we aimed to compare the three assessment
systems that have been used previously. Furthermore, we investigated the relationship
between TB and EMT in gynecologic cancers.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Search Strategy

This meta-analysis study was registered in PROSPERO (CRD42021251435) and ap-
proved by the Institutional Review Board of the Catholic University of Korea College of
Medicine (UC21ZISI0059). Three major electronic databases, Medline, EMBASE, and the
Cochrane Library, were searched for relevant English-written articles published through
April 2021. The search terminologies are summarized in Table S1. Next, the references were
manually searched by cross-referencing key articles. EndNote X20 (Build 10136, Thomson
Reuters, New York, NY, USA) was used to manage the database.

2.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

In this meta-analysis, the following inclusion criteria were used: (1) the relation-
ship between TB and the survival rates of patients was assessed; (2) TB was diagnosed
accurately by precise histopathologic examination; (3) studies provided enough informa-
tion about the hazard ratio (HR) of patient survival; (4) studies showed an association
between TB and clinicopathological features using at least two parameters; and (5) the
articles were written in English. The following were excluded: (1) duplicate studies,
reviews, case reports, letters, and conference proceedings; (2) studies that did not show
an association between TB and survival or clinicopathological parameters; (3) studies
concerned with cancer cell lines and animal models; and (4) studies with insufficient
data related to HRs and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) that could not be extracted or
calculated.

2.3. Data Extraction and Assessment of Study Quality

Independent reviewers (M.J.A. and K.Y.) extracted the data; any disagreements during
the process were resolved by consensus involving three reviewers (M.J.A., K.Y. and Y.C.).
The following data were extracted from all studies: author/year, country, ethnicity, cell type,
age (year, median age), patients, sampling year, pathological stage, follow-up, treatment,
staining, cut-off value, field of view, overall survival (OS), disease-free survival (DFS), and
pathologist involvement. The Quality In Prognosis Studies (QUIPS) tool was used to assess
the risk of bias and select studies that qualified for the analysis.

2.4. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using Review Manager software (version 5.3;
Cochrane Collaboration, Copenhagen, Denmark). Pooled HRs with 95% CIs were
used to evaluate the association between TB and survival. HR values greater than
one indicated poor survival and vice versa. The association between TB and other
clinicopathological parameters was calculated using the Mantel–Haenszel pooled odds
ratio with 95% CI and the combined effective value. An I2 value of less than 50%
indicated no heterogeneity among the studies. Subgroup analysis was performed to
investigate the heterogeneity.

3. Results
3.1. Eligible Studies

The preliminary pool of selected literature included 207 articles from Medline,
EMBASE, and Cochrane Library (Figure 1). After 62 duplicate articles were removed,
145 records were screened using the reference type. Only eleven articles (seven uterine
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cervical and four endometrial cancers) fulfilled the inclusion criteria for this meta-
analysis based on data related to prognosis, clinicopathological parameters, assessment
method, and association of EMT with TB. Eight studies (five cervical and three endome-
trial cancers) were used for the qualitative analysis (Figure 1). Almost all studies showed
a low risk of bias (Figure S1).

Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram showing the study selection process.
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3.2. Study Characteristics

Finally, eleven studies were selected for analysis. The studies were conducted in nine
countries and were published between 2012 and 2020 (Tables 1 and S2). Among them, two
studies used a novel method that combined TB and tumor nest size; therefore, we could
not determine the HRs of TB. Thus, we calculated survival rates according to TB from the
data [18,20]. The total number of patients was 2009, ranging from 91 to 834, and diagnoses
included stages I–IV (Tables 1 and S2).

Table 1. Main characteristics of all gynecological cancer studies included in the meta-analysis.

Site Authors Year Histology Patients
(n)

Staining
Method

Assessment
Method

Field of
View Cutoff Outcome

C
er

vi
x

Huang et al.,
2016 [16] SCC 834 Pancytokeratin

(AE1/AE3) TB-10HPF ×200 ≥5 OS, DFS

Satabongkoch
et al., 2017 [17] ADC 129 HE TB-10HPF ×400 ≥15 DFS

Jesinghaus et al.,
2018 [18] SCC 125 HE TB-YN

TB-10HPF ×200 >0
≥15 OS *, DFS *

Park et al., 2020
[19] SCC, ADC 136 HE TB-1HPF ×200 ≥5 OS, DFS

Stanulović et al.,
2020 [24] SCC, ADC 91 HE TB-YN

TB-10HPF ×200 >0
≥15 -

Zare et al., 2020
[20] SCC 94 HE TB-YN

TB-10HPF ×200 >0
≥15 OS *, DFS *

Cao et al., 2020
[25] SCC 122

HE
Pancytokeratin
(CD31, CD34))

TB-10HPF ×200 >0
≥15 -

En
do

m
et

ri
um

Koyuncuoglu
et al., 2012 [21] - 112

HE
Pancytokeratin

(C11)
CD34 **

TB-1 HPF ×200 ≥5 OS

Park et al., 2019
[22] - 96 HE TB-1 HPF ×200 ≥5 OS

Kluz et al., 2020
[26] - 137 Laminin 5γ2 TB-10 HP ×200 ≥5 -

Rau, T.T. et al.,
2020 [23] - 255 HE TB-1 HPF ×200

(0.785 mm2) ≥5 OS, DFS

Abbreviations: SCC: Squamous cell carcinoma, OS: Overall survival, DFS: Disease-free survival, ADC: Adeno cell
carcinoma, HE: Hematoxylin and eosin stain, TB-YN: Tumor budding absent/present, TB-1 HPF Tumor budding
at 1 high power field, TB-10 HPF: Tumor budding at 10 high power field. * These data are indirectly extracted by
calculating the odd ratio from the sample size. ** CD34 is used for excluding tumor emboli.

3.3. High-Grade Tumor Budding and Prognosis in Gynecological Cancer Patients

We evaluated the correlation between TB and OS among 1652 gynecological patients
from eight studies (Tables 1 and S2). The pooled HR for OS and DFS demonstrated that high-
grade TB was significantly associated with poor OS (HR: 2.40, 95% CI: 1.82–3.17, p < 0.00001)
and DFS (HR: 3.32, 95% CI: 2.46–4.48, p < 0.00001), regardless of the cancer origin site with
low heterogeneity (Figure 2). Only studies on uterine cervical and endometrial carcinomas
were included in this analysis (Figure 2). One study on ovarian clear cell carcinoma was
identified during the search in the present study, but it was a conference presentation paper,
and we could not find data available for meta-analysis [27]. High-grade TB was a poor
survival marker for every subgroup analysis based on assessment methods, ethnicity, and
univariate and multivariate analyses with low heterogeneity (Figure 3, Figures S2 and S3).
In addition, one study analyzed distant metastasis-free survival (DMFS), and high-grade
TB was a marker of poor survival [25] (Table 1). Meanwhile, one study performed by
Cao et al. [25] assessed DMFS and showed that TB was positively correlated with distant
metastasis (p = 0.012).
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Figure 2. Subgroup hazard ratios analyzing the tumor budding expression, (a) overall survival,
(b) disease-free survival in gynecological cancer patients by organs. � The location of square epresents
the hazard atio and the size means individual effect of studies. The black line represents 95%
confidence iterval of the study. u The diamond represents pooled hazard ratio and its edge shows
95% confidence interval.

Figure 3. Subgroup hazard ratios analyzing the tumor budding expression, (a) overall survival,
(b) disease-free survival in gynecological cancer patients by assessment method. � The location of
square epresents the hazard atio and the size means individual effect of studies. The black line
represents 95% confidence iterval of the study. u The diamond represents pooled hazard ratio and its
edge shows 95% confidence interval.

3.4. High-Grade Tumor Budding and Clinicopathological Parameters

The main clinicopathological parameters based on TB from all studies included in
the meta-analysis are summarized in Tables 2 and S3. High-grade TB was significantly
associated with clinicopathological parameters such as, age, stage (III and IV), depth of
invasion (more than half), N stage (N1, N2, N3), M stage (MI), grade (G3), lymphovascular
invasion (present), and perineural invasion (Table 3, Figure S4, Table S3).
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Table 2. Summary of a meta-analysis evaluating the relationship of tumor budding with clinicopatho-
logical parameters of gynecological cancer.

Parameters Number of
Studies

Number of
Patients

Pooled OR (95% CI) p-Value
Heterogeneity

I2 (%) p-Value Model

Age 3 345 1.77 [0.97, 3.20] 0.06 65 0.06 Fixed
Stage (III and IV) 7 1361 1.94 [1.41, 2.66] <0.001 19 0.28 Fixed
Depth of invasion

(over than half) 2 225 2.68 [1.33, 5.40] 0.006 71 0.06 Fixed

N stage (N1, N2, N3) 6 1145 4.05 [2.93, 5.60] <0.001 0% 0.59 Fixed
M stage (M1) 2 732 4.60 [1.67, 12.67] 0.003 0% 0.85 Fixed
Grade (G3) 7 1309 2.26 [1.70, 2.99] <0.001 60% 0.02 Fixed

Lymphovascular
invasion (present) 7 1270 4.18 [3.09, 5.66] <0.001 71% 0.002 Fixed

Perineural invasion
(present) 4 950 2.25 [1.31, 3.88] 0.004 23% 0.04 Fixed

Table 3. Summary of tumor budding’s relationship with molecular markers.

Site References EMT, Immune Cell and
Other Markers Main Findings

En
do

m
et

ri
um

Koyuncuoglu et al.,
2012 [21] E-cadherin

Tumor budding adversely correlated with the
presence of E-cadherin expression, but this relation

was not statistically significant (p = 0.359).

Park et al., 2019 [22] ER, PR, p53, E-cadherin,
β-catenin

Tumor budding was associated with reduced
expression of hormone receptors (ER and PR) and

aberrant β-catenin expression combined with loss of
E-cadherin expression. (p = 0.002, p = 0.836). The

expression of p53 was wild type in all cases.

Rau, T.T. et al., 2020
[23]

Molecular classification
(POLEmut, MMRd, NSMP,

and p53abn)

Survival stratification of tumor budding was best in
the NSMP group followed by the MMRd group.

Kluz et al., 2020 [26] CD34 Microvascular density is statistically significant with
tumor budding (R = 0.3, p = 0.0002)

Abbrevation: MMRd: Mismatch repair deficient, NSMP: Non-specific mutation profile.

3.5. Tumor-Budding Assessment Methods: Present/Absent (TB-YN), Maximum of One High
Power Field (TB-1HPF), and a Total of 10 High-Power Fields (TB-10HPF)

Three assessment methods were used to evaluate TB (Figure 4). First, using the
TB-YN method, most studies classified tumors based on the presence or absence of
TB [18,20,24]. Secondly, for the TB-1HPF method, researchers searched whole slides, se-
lected one “hotspot” under 200× magnification, and counted the number of TBs [19,21–23].
Rau et al. [24] used the International Tumor Budding Consensus Conference (ITBCC)
method. Using this method, the same number of TBs as the TB-1HPF method was deter-
mined, but the counted TBs were adjusted to fit an area of 0.785 mm2 [5]. Finally, using the
TB-10HPF method, the total number or the average number of buds in 10 HPF at 200× or
400× magnification was obtained [16–18,20,24,26] (Table 1).
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Figure 4. Description of three representative tumor budding assessment method.

3.6. Tumor Budding and Molecular Features

Four studies investigated the relationship between TB and EMT markers, tumor
microenvironmental factors, hormone receptors, and molecular subclassifications of cancer.
The detailed findings of each study are summarized in Table 2. For all EMT studies, we
found decreased expression levels of E-cadherin, estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone
receptor (PR), and aberrant expression of β-catenin (Table 3). In addition, microvascular
density was significantly related to TB (R = 0.3, p = 0.0002) (Table 3). The role of TB
in survival stratification was best for the non-specific molecular profile (NSMP) group,
followed by the mismatch repair deficiency (MMRd) group (Table 3).

4. Discussion

We confirmed that TB was a poor prognostic marker and aggressive clinicopathological
factor for gynecological cancers (Table 1 and Figures S3 and S4). Patients with high-grade
TB showed poor survival in all subgroup analyses according to ethnicity, univariate vs.
multivariate analysis, and assessment methods. In addition, TB was an independent
predictor of prognosis for the NSMP and MMRd groups in endometrial cancers [23]
(Table 3). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive systematic review
and meta-analysis to evaluate the correlation between TB and gynecological cancer.

For the present review, we aimed to identify all studies on TB in gynecological cancer
(Table 1, Table S1). The low inclusion rate (3.84%) of papers after the screening of the litera-
ture was due to the rigorous process used to find all papers related to TB in gynecological
cancer. Despite our efforts, we could not find studies on vulvar, vaginal, or fallopian tubal
cancers. We found only seven studies on cervical cancer [16–20,24,25], four on endometrial
cancer [21–23,26], and one on ovarian cancer [27], which suggests that TB had no prognostic
significance in 69 patients with clear cell carcinoma. However, that study was a poster
presentation, and no data were available for meta-analysis; the authors only suggested
that TB had no prognostic significance [27]. TB may or may not be a poor survival factor
for ovarian cancer because the tumor-spreading pathway of ovarian cancer is different
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from that of other solid cancers, in that it involves direct seeding into the body cavity [28].
Further studies on the prognostic significance of TB in ovarian cancer are required.

Furthermore, three assessment methods (TB-YN, TB-1HPF, and TB-10HPF) were used
to interpret TB (Figure 4). Owing to its simplicity, TB-YN showed the highest reproducibility
(I2 = 0%) among all three methods. However, its accuracy is questionable because TB-
mimicking macrophages, tangentially sectioned glands, and/or apoptotic tumor cells can
cause diagnostic errors [9,18,20]. TB was associated with poor OS and DFS regardless of the
assessment method; however, standardization or consensus meetings for TB assessment
for gynecologic cancers are still needed.

In addition, the ITBCC is a popular scoring system used by pathologists that was
approved in 2016 to create a standardized scoring system for colorectal cancer [5]. TBs were
counted under 200× magnification in an HPF of hot spots and recalculated for a field area of
0.785 mm2 [5]. The ITBCC was developed for colorectal carcinoma; however, pathologists
use it for other cancers. Rau et al. also applied the ITBCC method to endometrial cancers
and found that it was an independent prognostic factor for DFS (HR = 2.0, 95% CI = 1.10–
3.80, p = 0.0329) [23]. This scoring system, which is affiliated with the reputed committee,
is still required for the standardization of gynecological cancer.

In addition, hematoxylin and eosin (HE) or immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining
with pancytokeratin antibody is preferable for TB scoring. The significant advantage of
IHC was that it showed a small area of TB more clearly, especially in the inflammatory
background, and reduced subjectivity during the examination of slides [5,29]. However,
it also stained apoptotic tumor cells and other cell-related debris, which should not be
counted in the final number. Moreover, emerging cancer studies have shown no significant
difference between HE and IHC (R = 0.92, p < 0.001) [5,30]. The ITBCC suggests that HE
is preferred for routine diagnosis because of its lower price, while pancytokeratin IHC
should be exploited for complicated cases [5]. In our analysis, we found two studies that
used IHC-based antibodies with different clones, while the rest of the studies exploited HE
staining. Although all these studies showed a poor prognosis of TB, further studies that
directly compare the results of HE and IHC are still needed.

In endometrial cancers, as with other solid tumors, it is possible that high-grade TB is
associated with EMT [8,11,29,31–33]. Decreased levels of E-cadherin, ER, PR, and aberrant
β-catenin expressions were associated with high-grade TB in endometrial cancers [22,26]
(Table 3). E-cadherin is a cell-adhesive molecule, and the loss of expression causes tumor
cell dissociation, which is the first step of EMT [4]. A reduction in the amount of β-catenin at
the cell membrane and/or inside the cytoplasm often leads to loss of E-cadherin [4,33]. ER
and PR inhibit EMT by increasing signaling transduction cascades such as TGF-β, WNT/β-
catenin, and NF-κB [34,35]. In addition, expression of ER and PR is usually associated with
successful treatment with medroxyprogesterone acetate in endometrial cancers, therefore
their loss is associated with a more invasive phenotype and chemoresistance [36].

Angiogenesis plays an important role in the growth and progression of cancer [37].
Thus, antiangiogenic agents have been introduced in various solid cancers, including
gynecologic cancers [38]. Kluz et al. [26] showed that TB is related to angiogenesis in
endometrial cancer, and it therefore may be a predictor of the response to these target
agents.

Our study has a few limitations: (i) studies not published in the English language were
excluded due to the challenges of obtaining the precise data, which may bias our results;
(ii) for studies without HRs with 95% CIs, the data were extracted using an indirect method
before the pooled HR was calculated, which may have compromised the accuracy of the
data. (iii) Few studies on the relationship of TB and EMT in gynecologic cancers have been
conducted; therefore, further research is required to confirm the association between TB
and EMT. Regardless of the above limitations, our meta-analysis revealed the prognostic
and clinicopathological significance of TB in gynecological cancers.
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5. Conclusions

We conclude that high-grade TB is significantly associated with poor prognosis, re-
gardless of histologic type, ethnicity, and assessment method. The standardization of
TB assessment methods through large consensus meetings is still needed. Moreover,
high-grade TB may be associated with EMT, similar to other solid cancers. We believe
that assessments of TB should be routinely performed when pathological diagnoses are
reported.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cancers14061431/s1, Figure S1: Risk of the bias QUIPS tool;
Figure S2: Subgroup analysis of tumor budding according to the univariate vs. multivariate analysis
in gynecological cancer patients; overall survival (a) disease-free survival (b); Figure S3: Subgroup
analysis of tumor budding according to ethnicity in gynecological cancer patients; overall survival
(a) disease-free survival (b); Figure S4: Subgroup hazard ratio analysis of tumor budding and
pathological parameters in gynecological cancer patients by (a) age (b) stage (c) depth of invasion (d)
N stage (e) M stage (f) tumor grade (g) lymphovascular invasion (h) perineural invasion,; Table S1:
Detailed overview of keywords used for search strategy; Table S2: Main characteristics of all included
gynecological cancer studies; Table S3: Characteristics of patients’ clinicopathological data included
in the meta-analysis.
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